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Proposal for a Livable Stipend 
Drafted by the Duke Graduate Students Union  
 
1. Guarantee an annual stipend floor of $31,800 before taxes for all graduate student work in                
2019-2020. This is the Graduate School’s recommended 12-month stipend, but many PhD students             
do not receive it. Graduate student research and teaching is a vital part of any R1 institution, and                  
this work should be recognized as part of Duke’s own commitment to a campus-wide living wage.  
 
2. Shift the funding cycle to a 12-month pay structure so that all graduate student workers make                 
a living wage 12 months out of the year. Peer institutions, including Emory, operate on a 12-month                 
funding cycle. Duke’s current funding cycle leaves many graduate student workers without pay for              
months at a time, including during summers and at the end of each semester.  
 
3. Shift the funding cycle to begin in August to match the academic calendar and avoid                
unnecessary hardship for both incoming and continuing students. Peer institutions, including Cornell            
and Columbia, begin their yearly funding cycle in August, at the start of the fall semester. Duke’s                 
current funding cycle does not begin until the end of September, leaving both incoming              
students--and continuing students who are denied summer funding--without a paycheck for well            
over a month at the beginning of fall semester.  
 
4. Provide a $1,000 relocation stipend to each incoming graduate student worker. Duke graduate              
student workers come from all over the world and across the country to conduct their research.                
Relocation costs are burdensome and make it difficult for us to begin work at Duke. Other                
universities, including UC San Francisco, provide a one-time relocation stipend to new students,             
and DGSU believes the university should do the same for its employees.   1

 
5. Eliminate continuation fees for advanced PhD students. Continuation fees amount to an             
additional $3,700/per semester fee for PhD students after their 6th year. This fee increases by               
about 4% every year and is not related to any resources or services utilized by fee-paying students.                 
Duke’s fees are considerably higher than those of peer institutions. They require PhD students to               
work additional jobs to fund their research and often lengthen their time to degree.  
 
Key points: 

● This is a pay floor not a universal stipend; no one should make less than their current                 
stipend amount. 

● This should be funded by an increase in The Graduate School’s overall budget. No              
department should be asked to accept fewer PhD students to pay current students a              
livable stipend.  

● In 2018, Emory University announced it would increase the base PhD stipend to             
$31,000 -- a 29% increase for some graduate students. If Emory -- a peer institution with                
a smaller endowment -- can do it, Duke can too.  

 
 
 

1 https://synapse.ucsf.edu/articles/2016/01/22/4000-incoming-students-offset-housing-cost 
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The Graduate School’s recommended 12-month Stipend amount is $31,800 for ‘19-’20.  

 

 
Some PhD students don’t make this amount, and many struggle to get by 
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This is a moral issue: All workers deserve a living wage 
 
● The living wage in Durham has increased 23% over last 5 years; Duke PhD stipends have gone 

up 8% in same period.  2

● Sub-$31k stipends impose undue financial hardship on PhD students, especially in their later 
years.  

● Sub-$31k stipends discriminate against students from less privileged socioeconomic 
backgrounds, as well as international students, who are prohibited, by law, from seeking other 
forms of employment while studying in the United States. 

 
What are peer institutions doing? 
 
1. Yale: PhD students in the Arts and Sciences are paid twice a month for 12 months beginning in 

August.  The minimum annual stipend for Yale PhDs is $31,000.  Yale assesses no 3 4

continuation fees for non-resident PhDs.  
2. Harvard: The minimum PhD stipend is $27,600, paid out on a 10-month funding cycle, plus 

$5,520 in summer funding.  Harvard assesses continuation fees of $150/semester for 5

non-resident PhDs.  
3. Princeton: PhDs in the humanities and social sciences are paid on a 12-month cycle  and 6

stipend amounts go up to $32,400.  7

4. Cornell: Annual stipend amount is between $31,994 and $35,235 for PhD students who work 
as TAs and RAs.  8

5. Emory: PhD students are paid a minimum of $31,000 on a 12-month funding cycle , which, as 9

of this year, will begin in August.  
6. Northwestern: The minimum PhD stipend is $32,196 for 4 quarters of work, guaranteed for 5 

years.   10

7. UC San Francisco: Incoming PhD students receive a one-time $4,000 housing stipend to fund 
their relocation.  

 
 
 
 
 
 

2 “City of Durham’s Livable Wage Rate History,” from 2013-2018, 
https://durhamnc.gov/3695/Livable-Wage-Rate-History 
3 https://gsas.yale.edu/funding-aid/stipend-payments 
4 https://gsas.yale.edu/funding 
5 http://www.thecrimson.com/article/2016/3/22/gsas-phd-stipend-increase/ 
6https://gradschool.princeton.edu/sites/gradschool/files/docs/FIN/Graduate%20School%20Costs%20and
%20Funding%20-%202014-15_FINAL.pdf 
7 https://gradschool.princeton.edu/node/1012 
8 http://gradschool.cornell.edu/costs-funding/stipend-rates 
9 http://www.gs.emory.edu/uploads/funding/LGS%20Stipends_17-18.pdf 
10 https://www.tgs.northwestern.edu/funding/index.html 
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GPSC Livable Stipend Resolution -- Passed 11/13/28 
 
Resolved, that Duke University ensures that: 
1.  stipends for doctoral students are comparable with competitive institutions; 
2.  the Duke Administration consult with faculty members in stipend-granting graduate programs 

about how to support graduate students with 12-month stipends that are at least $31,160; 
and 

3.  the Duke Administration institutes a stipend floor where all graduate student stipends are at 
least $31,800 for the 2019-2020 academic year (as communicated in the TFE schedule ). 

4. In order to promote transparency, the Duke administration releases detailed information 
regarding stipends and fees across all departments within the University. 


